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Think about mobile internet and it is more about 3G networking that is the talk of towns and cities.
3G or the 3rd generation of mobile internet technology encompasses myriad connection types but
particularly, as is substantiated by its usage at large, it refers to a connection that allows
transmission from a single device at the same time of both voice and data information. The 3G
networking concept is still in its formative years and it will take time for the whole of the country to
get covered in. Moreover, universal coverage would not be financially feasible at present. But yes, in
few of the regions of the country, mobile internet, i.e. 3G networking is gaining big momentum owing
to public demand. And the fact cannot be ignored that India is one of the fastest growing global
markets with mobile connectivity segment holding the top echelon.

If you are geared up to opt for a mobile internet connection, consider the level of 3G coverage in
your area. The speed of 3G varies depending on the network you choose. For example, instead of
the maximum 14Mbps involving use of advanced HSPA technology, you may enjoy much slower
download speeds. Network limitations and various other factors lower the speed levels for such a
mobile internet connection. Moreover, 3G facility is not available in every area. You may then
choose any of the India GPRS plans offered by your chosen network operator. Denominations for
such a mobile internet connection are available in the market for as low as Rs. 5. Even with a Rs. 5
plan, you can enjoy free browsing up to 30 MB, valid for a day. Charges levied are 10 paise per
10kb after free usage limit. Donâ€™t you gain a competitive advantage with such a plan? Look for more
mobile internet plans visiting the nearest mobile store or online.

The aforesaid mobile internet plan is only one part of the wide ranging mobile deals offered in the
market. Those who love to talk long over the phone can enjoy unlimited possibilities. It is just a
question of getting hold of the best mobile deals. After all who doesnâ€™t want to enjoy low mobile tariff!
For example, with igain-39 mobile tariff plan, you get to enjoy 1000 local minutes to the same
operator in addition to 99 free L/N sms/day. This is a combo pack. Then igain-153 gives you 400
minutes of local and STD calls. With the Rs.199 plan, you enjoy 550 local and STD minutes
anywhere besides 500 minutes to the same operator all for free. If you calculate the mobile tariff for
such mobile deals, you will be surprised to find that the per-minute charge is lower compared to
other plans available in the market.

You will come across dedicated mobile deals in the market for your call purposes. If you make
frequent local calls, choose one of the deals the mobile tariff of which is the lowest. Local, STD, ISD â€“
you get mobile deals according to your preferences.
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